
Esteemed Readers of Chronicles of an Island Parish – no. 58, nogal!  

Just gone 2 o’clock on Saturday 7th September and our essential container 
ship. ‘MV Helena’ has just announced her arrival from Cape Town with a 
single blast on the ship’s horn. This time she made a remarkable quick 
passage having sailed from Cape Town Monday or Tuesday of this week. 
Prior to that the MV Helena had limped back to the dry-dock in Walvis Bay, 
Namibia with engine trouble taking well over a week to get there. A rather 
rapid and pleasing turn-about as what the ship transports is essential to  
almost all areas of Islanders life-style. 

(As I write this ‘Rebel’ my 6 month boarder cat has just flopped down next to 
the PC…have taught her to avoid the keyboard…’Wit-poodjie’ meanwhile 
after the regular night jolling fast asleep…) ( ‘Jolling’ is an Afrikaans loanword 
from the word ‘jolly’ which I imagine is Dutch, which probably is…?...actually it 
is from the Old French ‘jolif’ which in turn is from Old Norse which gives us 
the word ‘yule-time) Aren’t words interesting? 

As Post Script of the previous Chronicles I drew attention to the manner of 
which English is spoken here on St Helena among the Saints in general 
particularly amongst one another. 

I gather the reason or reasons has in part to do with isolation, being multi-
national especially from other colonial British territories and the large 
presence at various times of the ordinary non-commissioned English, Irish 
and Scottish soldiers enriched by the gradually assimilation of slaves and 
their later liberation and initially to communicate in English as a second 
language.. All this and probably other aspects contributed to a time-freeze of 
how English was spoken or pronounced here. The 18th century Vowel Shift 
that took place in England (though not necessary Wales, Scotland or Ireland) 
was in part the influence of London becoming the centre of the Empire and all 
this entails. 

A comparison may be made as to the manner English was spoken among the 
local inhabitants – not only Royal Navy personnel – of Simon’s Town and 
naval base prior to the handover by the British PM Harold Wilson’s 
government to the South African state and SAN. At the time speaking was 
decisively ‘Cockney and Pommy’ but heavy influenced by Afrikaans grammar. 
Even when I joined the SAN in 1965 it was still a strong influence. An 
initiative several years ago was to ‘Twin’ Simon’s Town to Jamestown as they 
share so very much in common. At the time this was thwarted by the Greater 
Cape Town City Council but remains an option if there is sufficient ‘pressure’ 
and mutual interest. 

 

 



This preamble aside; several simple examples: 

As previous stated an ‘Organ’ (church or of the body is pronounce ‘Oh-gan’; 
the month ‘August’  ‘Oh-gust’; ‘dog’ ‘dough-g’; a ‘car’ is a ‘care’, etc. In 
addition the vowels are often simplified and not conjugated e.g., “Yous 
going?”; or ‘us’ instead of ‘we’, while the general greeting is “All right?” (no 
pronoun or vowel) and not “Hello”, followed by “You fine?” (no vowel). 

Sentences like : I sure I see him… / …where he gone now…? / you 
here…where you bin? /…could bin got…..End of lesson. 

I am rather astonished from just where many of our ordinary commodities in 
the shops are manufactured and how they get here. Our ‘Fairy’ dish-washing 
liquid is from Poland with only Polish labelling, Jars of ‘Nescafé’ from Uruguay 
and text only in Spanish. 

Guess this is one way to get folk to read the small print while learning a 
foreign language. Must say though the ‘Fairy’ is unusual: it has a spearmint 
chewing gum fragrance. 

Meanwhile for several passengers on a recent Sunday’s incoming – once a 
month, SA Airlink flight from Ascension it was very scary: the aircraft at first 
attempt to land had to abort attempt and did a second attempt at what could 
be referred to in aviation jargon as ‘circuit and bumps’ – the wind-shear factor 
was very strong. Imagine those looking out wait to board and their 
impressions. I hear some passengers will now refuse to fly again and more 
‘macabre’ just waiting for the first accident. 

As an interesting side, I see Airlink has now dropped the ‘SA’ prefix. But what 
is gratifying is that during our festive season of December & January Airlink is 
offering an addition weekly flight from and to Cape Town direct non-stop. This 
is pleasing to so many Saints who have a great fondness for the City 
established over hundreds of years with very many family ties to this day. 
Johannesburg airport as a hub was sadly much thrust upon us to ‘facilitate’ 
governmental officials and potential tourists to fly in from Europe and 
elsewhere. It still has really been more convenient as the regularly flight to 
and from Joburg still means passengers have to over-night in a hotel in 
Joburg. The flight leaves too early and arrives too late to make connecting 
flights elsewhere. 

Making use of the additional flight I am booked for a 2 months odd break off 
the Island to visit my family in the Cape and afterwards my Community in 
several countries in Europe. I fly on 14th January. PLEASE NOTE to all 
Readers: Belated Christmas presents are not required!!  

Part of my luggage will be taking several vestments for dry-cleaning (no 
facility here) and a beautiful chalice for re-gilding left here by the first priest on 
re-starting the parish in the early 1950s. 



A pleasing feature of our new Governor’s tenure of our three Islands, is out-
reach to the various ecclesial communities. At the beginning of August 
together with his wife and one visiting daughter the celebration marking the 
70 anniversary of the establishment of the Seventh-day Advents on St 
Helena. And probably other church services that I am unaware of. 

He has formally requested to attended Holy Mass in our Sacred Heart 
church. As our small congregation is currently very depleted in numbers due 
to off Island holidays, meanwhile we’ve negotiated with him for some time in 
late October when we should be up to ‘full strength’. 

Incidentally, I don’t recall writing to you that I have been officially asked by the 
Hon. Consul on St Helena and other role-players from France to celebrate 
Holy Mass – in Latin – on 6th May 2021 for all visitors and guests for this 
bicentennial commemoration. This Holy Mass is to be celebrated in the 
largest church on St Helena, the Anglican church of St James. This is to be 
followed by conducting the Service at the original Tomb of Emperor 
Napoleon. Several chartered cruise ships will sailing from Cape Town & 
Walvis Bay and a French naval presence is expected for the 3-day 
bicentenary. Without intending to sound preposterous but apparently French 
President Macron has been invited but has to be in Paris to attend the 
commemorations there.  

I know it may seem strange to many of you but this will be only the second 
time as a priest I have had to celebrate Holy Mass in Latin; the first time was 
in April 1981 with Pope Saint John Paul II in his private chapel at the Vatican. 
Need I add I am ‘brushing up’ on my Masses now in Latin. I’ve even brought 
out and dusted-off one of the beautifully printed and bound Missal; there are 
several, one in old-type face /font English dating back to the mid 1800s. One 
feature is the decorative ribbon page-markers…not thin coloured ‘string’. 

I know that the naming of streets and roads can be political hazards but then 
it can also be a cop-out, being politically ‘correct’ or just no ideas. Many of 
you will recall when streets in our suburbs, communities and townships just 
had numbers: First, Second or whatever number. Guess rather historically 
‘retro’. 

From listening around and hearsay, I perceive our Island is receiving more 
and more South African and mainland Chinese apparent ‘visitors’. Right now 
the flag of the People’s Republic of China is flying on the balcony of the 
Consulate Hotel in Main Street. South Africans appear to be more ‘discrete’ 
though the now ‘banned’ previous South African flag (several of them) is still 
very visible. 

Here on St Helena we don’t have this situation there are no numbered streets 
or roads but we do have a ‘Napoleon Street’, a ‘China Lane’ barely 20 metres 
in length, ‘Shy Road’, ‘Ladder Hill’, ‘Boer (sic!) Road’, etc., and the one that 



was to me originally rather a puzzle: Nosegay Alley. And then I remembered 
Eliza Dolittle of Pygmalion / My Fair Lady, she was one of many of the 
women who sold small sprigs of lavender on the steps of public buildings to 
insert into a lapel button-hole or attach to your dress or bodice, close enough 
to your nose to overcome the smell or stink of town streets of earlier days. 
These posies are called ‘nosegays’. 

As you gather Saints are not ashamed to acknowledge their history. 

And that is that!! In conclusion THANK YOU for so many of you writing for my 
recent Birthday…my heartfelt gratitude for your gestures of affection, interest 
and concern. 

Prayerful yours, Father David 

 

 


